“Amazing. Every. One.”

Organization’s public awareness campaign promotes the full lives of people with disabilities

When the Americans with Disabilities Act was passed in 1990, it marked a movement toward greater degrees of accessibility for people with disabilities. Doors were widened, curbs were cut, and mobility became a little easier for nearly everybody. Unfortunately, legislation doesn’t affect attitude. Changing attitudes is a lot more difficult and requires more time and patience. The Stark County Board of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (Stark MRDD), located in Canton, Ohio, takes the challenge of changing attitudes very seriously.

Stark MRDD launched a full-scale awareness campaign. Previous years had garnered Stark MRDD media awards for their work, but 1995 saw the Abilities Awareness Program really grow to fruition. In fact, the organization won the 2007 Ohio Public Images Award of Excellence for Overall Awareness Efforts. It did this by partnering with community organizations such as The Workshops, Inc., which, along with Stark MRDD, invests time, financial resources, and talents in promoting the abilities of individuals served by community agencies. Stark MRDD’s Abilities Awareness Program uses nearly all methods and media possible to communicate issues to a wide audience. Stark MRDD has been involved in TV, radio, sponsorship, leadership, business, and any...
other venue that gives prominence to the lives and issues of people with disabilities.

Stark MRDD learned that you get more bang for your buck if you invest in event marketing instead of general marketing. Consequently, Stark MRDD and The Workshops have created partnerships with area media and businesses that have greatly benefited individuals with developmental disabilities. The goal has been to make community friends. For example, Stark MRDD and The Workshops served as major sponsors for the Stark County BIA Home and Garden Show and Lifestyle Expo, promoting the idea that people with disabilities enjoy gardening, cooking, and other general lifestyle activities. Stark MRDD’s persons served actively participated in these events alongside their typical peers. Stark MRDD also co-sponsored with The Repository, the local newspaper, an American eagle balloon for the Pro Football Hall of Fame Festival Grand Parade 2007. Fifteen of Stark County’s Special Olympians proudly marched in the nationally televised parade.

Not content to just do sponsorship, Stark MRDD does its share of creating, hosting, and promoting events. Stark MRDD served as host and co-sponsor of Gifts Galore, an event presented by The Arc of Stark County, Inc., which draws several thousand citizens every November. Stark MRDD and The Workshops host the Great Pumpkin Race in October. Plain Township Rotary is the title sponsor, but Pepsi®, Subway®, Chick-fil-A®, Shearer’s®, and other local businesses also sponsor the event. In addition to bringing in hundreds of racing enthusiasts for the 4K and one-mile events, the Great Pumpkin Race again allows individuals to participate as any other athlete would in a race or a walk. This event serves as a fundraiser for the Special Olympics and raises awareness for the organization.

Stark MRDD also sees great value in serving as leadership in the community. Many staff members hold leadership roles in service clubs and organizations such as Rotary Club, Kiwanis, Pilot Club, Jaycees, and Leadership Stark County. Working with these professional organizations gives the organization many opportunities to present individuals as strong, capable workers and highlights the amazing jobs they perform on a daily basis in many different work settings.

To top off all the local events, Stark MRDD and The Workshops also use traditional media to convey their nontraditional message.
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service announcements, featuring the accomplishments of individuals served, run on cable television. These announcements were so well done that they earned the Ohio Public Images Award of Excellence. In addition, each year the organization produces not only a printed community report, but also a video community report for community presentations. The video community report gives the organization the opportunity to “bring people inside our walls” at least via video if not for actual tours. This report is produced in five formats for ease of accessibility: print, audio interpretation, DVD, CD, and VHS. Recently, the organization produced a 30-minute cable television show featuring individuals in various work settings describing the types of work they were performing. This video is a prototype for what is hoped to become a weekly cable television series sponsored by local businesses.

All of this multimedia savvy means that Stark MRDD has to maintain a fresh brand that reflects its true vision. Its new logo, which replaces the one it had used for 39 years, features four different-colored icons, representing diversity, with arms spread to form a circle. Each person is an individual who also belongs to a larger network and community. The tagline, “Amazing. Every. One.” completed the branding. It just comes right out and says what Stark MRDD believes: that every person is amazing and comes with talents, abilities, gifts, and a spirit that can be recognized and honored by community providers, families, and the world.

With a solid image to reflect its passion, Stark MRDD redesigned its website. The new website contains all the public service announcements and other video media developed by Stark MRDD. There is a video presentation of the rights of Ohioans along with a sign language version. Visitors can find a blog and a variety of downloads.

Stark MRDD achieves all this sponsorship, media, and press with two full-time staff members and many volunteers. With anywhere from 50 to 60 volunteers for a big event to just one regular volunteer working one day a week, support for the programs is incredible. Staff members work hard to recruit and train volunteers, in addition to working toward getting donations of radio time and print space.

The professionals at Stark MRDD recognize that marketing and public awareness are day-to-day challenges and at the completion of each event, a post-mortem is held to see how the event or activity can be improved. The organization has been honored many times with awards for its public awareness efforts, but every staff member and volunteer involved recognizes that there is still much to do to overcome the attitudinal barriers that still exist in our communities. The organization is continually looking for new and exciting ways to present individuals who are “Amazing. Every. One.”

For more information, contact Pat Fehlman, director of public information, community education, and volunteer resources, at (330)
The PSAs may be viewed at www.starkmrdd.org.

For more information please contact Reneé Bibby at rbibby@carf.org or (888) 281-6531.
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